Plastic-Free Living
.... Some rules to live by for a healthier planet!

When you hear about plastic-free living, your first thought is probably “I should really do that, to help the planet
and all that, but…have you SEEN my supermarket?!” With plastic lining every shelf, and barely a naked carrot in
sight, is reducing the amount of plastic we consume everyday even possible? YES! The argument is simple: We
stop buying it, they will stop making it!
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We have some simple rules to live by which will make it easier to reduce your plastic consumption until they do:
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EUSE
Reusables are the key to
a plastic free life, one time
investments which last for
years, and work out cheaper
very quickly. Steel water
bottles, bags for life and glass
jars.

ECYCLE
Paper, glass and metal can be
recycled into new products,
but this still requires extra
resources like water and
power, so reusables are always
better where possible.

EDUCE
Declutter your life! Donating
things you don’t use to
charity or selling it online is a
great way of reducing plastic
waste as it gives someone
else a chance to buy it without
another having to be made!

EFUSE
Learn to say no! Refuse plastic
freebies, cheap disposable tatt and
produce wrapped in plastic. They
are not built to last and will quickly
end up in landfills. Saying no will
make manufactures switch to more
sustainable products for us to use.
OT
Any natural materials
like paper, cardboard
and food waste can be
composted to become
soil to grow new food
and materials!

Manchester Friends of
the Earth’s plastic-free
campaign
Reported by Samaa Ajel
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ur Plastic-free campaign was started by
one of our members who, newly arrived in
Manchester, was shocked at the city’s waste
problem – takeaway containers strewn over
pavements, plastic bottles on buses, you know
what it’s like.
As a start, we created a leaflet and spent time
at Levenshulme market to raise awareness
of plastic as a global and local problem. We
gathered consumer support encouraging
local takeaways to switch to more eco-friendly
packaging. Despite getting lots of signatures,
we had only a few of them for each takeaway
and encouraging change was difficult.
So we took time to decide on a more realistic
plan of action for reducing plastic in Manchester
and teamed up with interested individuals and
groups to work with local councils on their
Plastic Free Greater Manchester campaign
to encourage them to enforce tighter waste
regulations in the hospitality industry.
We have researched the best eco-friendly
materials, the ones with the lowest carbonemissions at prices, so businesses could be
better informed and in a position to change their
packaging.
Our plans are now to visit businesses,
encouraging them to make the switch. In
recognition of their changes they will be given a
rating to publicly display.
This will also help customers know which
restaurants, bars and takeaways are more
proactive in trying to reduce their impact on our

environment , and therefore more deserving
of their money. We will regularly update our
guides on which
materials are less
carbon-intensive
so we remain
egradable plastic breaks down
reliable advisors
over a number of years resultto businesses
ing in small bits of plastic that do
and customers.
not compost. Degradable plastic
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cannot be recycled with conventional plastic due to its fragmentation over time.
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the hospitality
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industry
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standard.
impact on the
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help prevent catastrophic climate change.
You can be part of this shift by coming to our
meetings, every 1st and 3rd Thursday, 7pm9pm and find out what you can do and how
to get those around you on board! See our
website www.manchesterfoe.org.uk for more
details about this campaign and the many other
ways that you and your loved ones can get
involved.

Greater
Manchester
recycling
One solution to reducing plastic waste and its impact on the environment is
to recycle it; but how does this work in Greater Manchester?
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ecent research by our waste authority tell us
that a whopping 86% of people in Greater
Manchester add one or more item to their
recycling collection that is not accepted locally.
Generally whether a plastic item can be
recycled depends on the facilities set up in a
local area, and this in turn depends on there
being an economically viable end point for that
type of plastic. Unfortunately often there is not.

We spoke to the Recycle for Greater
Manchester team for some clarity on the do’s
and don’ts of plastic recycling in a residential
setting. Their service picks up waste from all
GM boroughs except Wigan who run under a
different contract.
In addition the commercial and construction
industry make their own arrangements.

Their top tips for plastics in our area are:

All types of plastic bottles go in the
mixed recycling bin including drinks
bottles, milk bottles, cleaning product
bottles, trigger spray bottles and
shampoo and shower gel bottles. Do
not be guided by the recycle numbers
printed onto each item.

Remember to remove the
plastic lids and tops as these
need to go in the general
waste bin.

All other types of plastic such
as plastic bags, packaging,
pots, tubs and trays go in the
general waste bin.

Much plastic not recycled is unfortunately incinerated for
electricity production, which Friends of the Earth considers
environmentally worse than diverting this waste to landfill.
By far the better solution is to avoid where possible the use
of these items in the first place.

